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1 Introduction

The vision of the Semantic Web (SW) is one “in
which information is given well-defined meaning,
better enabling computers and people to work in
cooperation.” (Berners-Lee et al., 2001). It empha-
sises the decentralised and autonomous nature of
the data over which it operates, as well as the com-
plexity of this data. At first sight this seems to fit
extremely well with the requirements of the life sci-
ences. The nature of the area makes extreme com-
plexity the rule rather than the exception. More-
over, the history of the subject has ensured that
most resources are decentralised and autonomous.

On the face of it then, SW technologies offer a
good technological solution for some of the diffi-
culties of the Life Sciences, while the Life Sciences
offer a perfect use-case for Semantic Web. Here
we discuss two applications that have used seman-
tic web technology and discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of this technology, as well as its impli-
cations.

2 Applications

The myGrid project is part of the UK e-Science
program. The major aim of myGrid has been to
develop middleware and user facing applications
which enable the biologist to develop and execute in

silico experiments. Traditionally, this has involved
the biologist or, more frequently, the expert bioin-
formatician writing bespoke Perl scripts. These
have generally made heavy use of screen scraping
technology, which are difficult to code, difficult to

share, fragile, and unsuited for large amounts of
data. The myGrid project has used a number of
specific use cases from biology (Williams-Beuren
Syndrome (Stevens et al., 2004) and Graves Dis-
ease (Li et al., 2004)) as seed toward the develop-
ment of middleware which attempts to avoid these
problems.

To enable the use of distributed services myGrid
has developed a Web Services based architecture,
which includes a large number of biological services
through the SOAPLAB framework (Senger et al.,
2003), a workflow development environment (Oinn
et al., 2004), and a workflow enactment engine (Ad-
dis et al., 2003). To facilitate communication,
myGrid components adhere to a common informa-
tion model (Sharman et al., 2004), whose role is
to provide shared data abstractions that underpin
important service interactions and so promote syn-
ergy between myGrid components. The informa-
tion model captures the e-science process, includ-
ing the collection of services, workflows, data, ex-
periments, people, projects, types, provenance and
annotation.

Around these core “Web” technologies, we have
investigated the use of SW technologies. All ob-
jects in the model are identified by URN-based Life
Science Identifiers (LSIDs) and all objects can be
annotated with one or more concepts drawn from
an OWL ontology. Thus we are well positioned to
build a “Semantic Web” of bioinformatics in sil-
ico experiments. More specifically we have applied
SW technologies to two problems: provenance and
service/workflow discovery. Next we describe these
two problems and the solutions which we have de-
veloped to them. Both of these applications use
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RDF data models, both use an explicit link to an
ontology of domain knowledge, and both involve
search and retrieval. The intention of richly charac-
terising them both with extensible metadata is that
they are intended to attract multiple descriptions
from different viewpoints held by different stake-
holders, and both are expected to be interpreted
and used in unanticipated ways by others unknown
to their authors or providers. They are described
in more detail elsewhere (Zhao et al., 2004; Lord
et al., 2004).

2.1 Provenance

Typically in a wet lab environment, biologists
record large quantities of information about the
materials, methods and goals of the experiments
that they perform. This information serves as the
provenance of their experiments and, later, their
experimental results. This information is of impor-
tance for many different stakeholders: For scientists
validity checking existing results, or updating old
results; for supervisors to summarise information
about progress and to aggregate data from a num-
ber of researchers in a lab; and for members of other
external research groups to check results in detail,
regulatory authorities to ensure accuracy, or legal
departments for pursing IPR claims.

Within bioinformatics much of this data has been
generated and stored by the expert curator, often
as free text (such as the PubMed citations within
UniProt) or loosely structured (such as the Ev-
idence Codes within GO). myGrid, however, be-
cause it offers standardised facilities for accessing
the data has enabled the automatic gathering of
this provenance data, in the form of provenance

logs. Each piece of data used in an in silico ex-
periment, the tools used to analyse this data, and
the associations between other data needs can be
recorded.

The basic architecture for gathering this prove-
nance is shown in Figure 1. Two main forms of
provenance are gathered: intermediate data, and
metadata.

Intermediate data is of interest because the
source databases change frequently and unless this
data is stored locally it can be impossible to infer
from the final results where a particular piece of in-
formation came from. Large parts of bioinformatics
is flat-file based: data is both produced and con-
sumed by services in a variety of complex flat-file,
“human-readable” formats. Thus we are required

to store metadata that relate these files and the
files themselves.

The metadata covers a variety of different kinds
of knowledge, of which the most interesting in
this context are: Data Derivation Prove-

nance builds a graph of data objects in a workflow
run, including intermediate and final results. Do-

main Provenance stores domain specific links; so,
a nucleotide sequence output from a BLAST search
will be linked as a similar sequence to the input se-
quence

The data results arising from a workflow run is
either stored in the myGrid Information Reposi-
tory (mIR) data store (implemented as a relational
database) or in a suitable specialist data store. The
provenance metadata is stored using RDF in the
mIR metadata store (using Jena). This technology
was chosen to represent the model because: i) It
provides a more flexible, graph based model, as op-
posed to an XML tree; ii) It provides an explicit
identification system (URI’s) for resources which
allow metadata to be merged from several sources;
iii) It provides an well-defined association with an
ontology; iv) From a practical point of view, there
are several mature, open-source, repositories are
available for use.

While this split between data and metadata is
both technically appealing and necessary, it re-
quires that some common mechanism exists to re-
lated between the two kinds of data. For this,
myGrid has used LSID’s. We could have used
URL’s or applied other additional semantics to a
URI, but LSID’s provided us with a well-defined
mechanism for resolving identifiers into data and
metadata. The use of LSID’s is attractive be-
cause of the efforts to standardise the specification
through OMG1 which has resulted in both freely
available infrastructure support and promising in-
creasing uptake within the domain. Finally, LSID’s
provide an explicit social commitment to the main-
tenance of immutable and permanent data: an
LSID should always resolve to the same physical
bytes of data, which is clearly an explicit require-
ment for storing of provenance data.

LSIDs provide a convenient access mechanism to
the provenance of an object. Using the LSID meta-
data protocol, an object can serve the RDF triples
that present its origin, which is a useful mechanism
when objects are shared between applications or
exported.

As well as suitable technologies for storing this

1Object Management Group, http://www.omg.org
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Figure 1: An architecture for provenance

data, we also need to present it back to the user.
To date we have used the Haystack browser. As
well as natively understanding the LSID protocol,
it provides us with convenient facilities for filter-
ing the RDF graph which is generated. This is es-
sential as a complex, highly-connected, RDF graph
quickly becomes impossible to display and interact
with. However, the visual complexity is daunting,
suggesting multiple view mechanisms over RDF to
be a necessity.

The real benefit of using RDF should come when
we integrate and aggregate across the provenance of
different workflow runs, and across different experi-
ments. We should also be able to assert new claims
over data results by grounding these against the
provenance statements of workflows as the prove-
nance record of a workflow is the “proof” (cf the Se-
mantic Web language layer model) of its outcome.
Testing these hypotheses is the current focus of our
work.

2.2 Service Discovery

Along with other projects such as Bio-Moby, there
has been a focus within myGrid, on applying SW
techniques to service discovery. Unlike many SW
Services Approaches (Lara et al., 2003), myGrid has
focused on providing user-oriented service discov-
ery, as opposed to fully automatic discovery and

composition. Within bioinformatics the user com-
munity are expert, knowledgeable, and opinion-
ated, and may invest large amounts of time and
money in further experiments based on early re-
sults. We wish to support biologists’ activities (via
decision support applications), rather than replace
them.

Hence we have built a service discovery frame-
work, called Feta, that supports a simplified, user-
oriented data model for representing service de-
scriptions. The model embodies not only basic ser-
vice descriptions (eg. service inputs/outputs) but
also descriptions of bioinformatics influenced char-
acteristics of a service (eg. service task, service
algorithm, service resource).

Besides being user-oriented the data model is
built with workflows in mind: descriptions of dif-
ferent types of software entities, as well as “plain”
web services, can be generated, stored and queried.
Feta provides the users with the necessary decision
support while they are building workflows.

The basic components of our architecture, shown
in Figure 2, are, however, shared with other SW
Services approaches. i) A domain ontology is used
to provide a common vocabulary for describing ser-
vices. We are investigating ways in which this do-
main ontology can also be used to represent the
Domain Provenance described in Section 2.1. ii) A
user tool, called PeDRo, is used to generate ser-
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vice descriptions. iii) The Feta engine loads and
searches these descriptions. iv) Finally, an exten-
sion to Taverna provides a user interface to the Feta
engine.

The SW technologies employed within the con-
text of service discovery in myGrid can be summa-
rized as follows. The domain ontology has been
generated using OWL2 (Wroe et al., 2003), which
has been particularly selected for its formal seman-
tics and rich expressivity. The ontology develop-
ment process has been supported by the use of a
DL reasoner (FaCT, or RACER). Initially the rea-
soner was used during service discovery to enable
exploitation of expressivity of OWL (Lord et al.,
2003). However, this added expressivity was poorly
used and came at the expense of practicality. In
our current implementation, Feta, we have devel-
oped an RDF based data model designed to sup-
port user-oriented querying and discovery. We pre-
reason over the OWL ontology at development time
in to a fully classified hierarchy. We use this “mate-
rialised” view of the ontology to annotate entries in
the registry at the time of their publication, and use
the RDFS entailment facilities within Jena, which
enables specialisation and generalisation of queries,
to answer queries at the time of their discovery.

Future work on Feta will focus on extending the
descriptions of services with non-functional aspects
and querying over them. Additionally, we wish to
both extend and simplify the ontology, so that we
can present alternative views of the ontology to dif-
ferent user communities. Finally, we are investi-
gating techniques for providing automated service
composition over a sub-set of services, which we
call “Shim Services”, which are experimentally neu-
tral but required within workflows, such as format
transformations or filters.

3 Experiences

Our experiences with the use of SW technologies
within myGrid lead us to a number of conclusions.
Evolution not Revolution: Our application of

SW to provenance and service discovery will
not radically alter the way biology is per-
formed. They do seem to support our spe-
cific applications reasonably well, although
currently our applications are at a prototype
stage.

2We initially used DAML+OIL

Decision Support not Decision Making: In
the short term, biologists will wish to monitor
the results of SW technologies closely, until
they fully trust it. With limited exceptions,
we need to aid the users decision process, not
replace it.

Tool Use not Tool Generation: Getting
knowledge from users and presenting it to
them is hard. There is a severe lack of user
facing tools at the moment. This includes
tools for the developer, the bioinformatician,
and the biologist. Within myGrid, we have
generated, or customised many tools ourselves
(for editing ontologies, for maintaining and
versioning ontologies, for generating annota-
tion, for viewing). If SW is to be used widely
within bioinformatics this barrier to entry
must be lowered.

Users vs Machines: Both service/workflow
discovery and provenance management have
highlighted the conflicting requirements of
these two communities. One the one hand
comprehensive models captured when publish-
ing experimental components seem desirable;
on the other hand they are too complicated
to be comprehensible to users. This suggests
that view and filtering mechanisms over RDF
graphs is crucial.

There are also a number of areas where we are
less certain. Scalability has proven to be an issue
for both of these applications, although is particu-
larly true with provenance data which will poten-
tially be produced in huge quantities. Both of these
applications use mixed models. Provenance data
is stored partly in RDF, and partly in a RDBMS,
while Feta makes use of both XML (for generat-
ing and storing service descriptions) and RDF (for
querying). We have partitioned the data in a prag-
matic rather than principled manner3. Finally,
whilst aggregation promises to enable common
querying over data coming from a variety of differ-
ent sources, we have yet to demonstrate its utility
with large scale “real world” examples.
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